July 14, 2021

The Honorable Miguel Cardona
Secretary of Education
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Secretary Cardona:

We write today to request information about the Department of Education’s (ED or “the Department”) collections practices that harm student borrowers. Even before the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, collections on defaulted student loans were catastrophic for borrowers in default, who saw their wages, tax refunds, and even Social Security checks confiscated, in addition to being forced to pay exorbitant fees.1 During the COVID-19 pandemic these collections were supposed to be suspended,2 but ED improperly collected millions of dollars on defaulted loans despite this moratorium, inflicting undue financial hardship on hundreds of thousands of borrowers.3 With student loan and interest payments scheduled to resume on October 1, 2021,4 and a wave of loan delinquencies and defaults likely to follow,5 we are concerned about the Department resuming these payment collections and are seeking information about how ED plans to avoid long-term financial harm to borrowers.

When federal student loan borrowers have not made a loan payment for more than 270 days and do not make arrangements to repay this debt, ED has a number of administrative options to collect the outstanding debt on these defaulted student loans.6 Through wage garnishments, ED is able to collect up to 15% of a borrower’s disposable pay through the borrower’s employer to repay the debt.7 Through Treasury offset, ED refers the loan to the
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Treasury Department, which is able to withhold a borrower’s tax refunds (including the newly expanded Child Tax Credit [CTC] and Earned Income Tax Credit [EITC]), Social Security, or other federal payments checks to repay the debt. If a borrower does not enter into a repayment agreement on their defaulted federal student loans, then ED refers these defaulted loans to private collections agencies (PCAs) that charge a collection fee amounting to 17.92% of the outstanding balance, significantly increasing the total amount owed and making it more difficult for borrowers to pay off the interest and principal on the loan.

These student debt collection policies impose significant financial hardship on borrowers who are already struggling. As of March 2020 when the pandemic and economic downturn was just beginning, about 7.7 million borrowers defaulted on their loans. A disproportionate number of these borrowers were people of color, first-generation college students, veterans, parents, students with disabilities, and students who do not complete college. These vulnerable borrowers’ credit scores were negatively affected, making housing and job opportunities even more difficult to secure. Low income families that have their CTC and EITC refund checks seized by the federal government are often in worse situations with limited access to jobs and housing and less resources to cover essentials like food, electricity, and health care costs.

Unsurprisingly, nearly 45% of borrowers in default report that they have not found a path to return their loan to good standing, indicating that the collections process is not successful at transitioning borrowers into sustainable repayment plans, instead trapping them in an economically untenable situation. This process is also not cost effective for taxpayers: in some cases, PCAs can earn $40 for every $1 recovered, despite having no incentive to prevent borrowers from defaulting again in the months following their rehabilitation.
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These punitive debt collection practices also slow our nation’s economic growth by hindering the finances of people of all ages for decades. In 2016, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that approximately 114,000 borrowers over age 50 had more than $171 million in Social Security benefits withheld because of defaulted student loans. A 2016 Treasury Department report showed that more than a quarter of borrowers in default had five or more prior referrals to collections and that these loans had been in default for an average of 17 years. Even the CEO of the Navient Corporation – which has its own troubling record of mistreating borrowers – has testified that borrowers who have been in default for more than a decade should have their loans forgiven, saying, “there is no comparable practice in consumer lending for the federal government to hold on to delinquent or defaulted debt without a limit. Even past-due federal income taxes are canceled after 10 years.” ED and Treasury have discretion over how to prioritize their collections activities, and for borrowers who have been in default for an extended period of time, it is unlikely that the Federal government will see significant enough repayment from these borrowers to justify the cost of continuing to attempt to collect on their loan debts.

Although the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, Economic Security Act (CARES Act) established relief for borrowers by suspending payments and halting debt collections on defaulted loans, ED and Treasury still improperly garnished and withheld more than at least $200 million from approximately 390,000 borrowers during this time. The Department’s failure to fully implement the collections moratorium raises concerns about how it will handle the upcoming scheduled resumption of collections and payments on October 1, 2021. This concern is further corroborated by reports that ED was slow to send formal letters to borrowers’ employers...
notifying them of the wage garnishment relief in March 2020, which was especially harmful since “it can take employers weeks to fully process and cease collection, making it critical to get the notices out as fast as possible.” Even more concerning, over 10,000 borrowers had $19 million in tax refunds improperly withheld by the Treasury Department because ED also had challenges preventing Treasury from offsetting borrowers’ debts. These seized tax payments likely include EITC payments to low-income working families—blunting the effectiveness of one of America’s largest anti-poverty programs. Similarly, the recent expansion of the CTC is projected to cut child poverty by nearly half - but its impact will also be undermined if low-income borrowers continue to have benefits like these taken away.

The Department declared it would refund any wages and tax refunds collected after March 13, 2020, but over 23,000 borrowers who had their wages garnished had still not received their refunds by January 2021 because ED did not have valid addresses on file for them. These problems illustrate that the collections system is not well prepared to adapt to changing rules and situations, making ED’s preparations for the upcoming transition all the more important. We have asked ED to use the payment pause as an opportunity to automatically rehabilitate defaulted loans, providing these borrowers with a fresh start; however, this will not


prevent future defaults unless ED and student loan servicers also prioritize supporting vulnerable and at-risk borrowers.

As we near the currently scheduled end of the suspension of payments and collections, we are concerned about plunging borrowers back into an untenable financial situation, causing long-term damage to their credit and financial stability and a sudden unnecessary drag on our recovering economy. In order to better understand the actions ED has taken and plans to take to support these borrowers in default, we are requesting answers to the following questions no later than July 28, 2021:

1. How many borrowers had their wages actively garnished as of March 13, 2020?
   a. Does the Department have information on the demographics of these individuals? If so, please provide this information.
   b. How many borrowers had their wages garnished after March 13, 2020? Please include a breakdown by each private collection agency (PCA).
      i. What was the total value of these garnished wages?
      ii. How many of these borrowers have received a refund?
      iii. What is the total value of these refunds?
   c. What problems has ED faced in preventing improper garnishments and administering refunds?
   d. Please provide copies of the notices that ED sent to borrowers’ employers about the pause on wage garnishments.
   e. How does ED plan to update or modify its practices to prevent improper garnishment and provide refunds for individuals that had wages improperly garnished?
   f. How many impacted borrowers has the Department received responses from?

2. How many borrowers had a Treasury offset as of March 13, 2020? Please break down by each PCA. Does the Department have information on the demographics of these individuals? If so, please provide this information.
   a. How many borrowers had a Treasury offset after March 13, 2020?
      i. What was the total value of these offsets?
      ii. How many of these borrowers have received a refund?
      iii. What is the total value of these refunds?
   b. What problems has Treasury faced in preventing improper offsets and administering refunds?
   c. Please provide copies of all documentation sent between ED and the Treasury Department about the collections halt.
   d. How do ED and Treasury plan to update or modify its practices to prevent improper Treasury offsets and provide refunds for individuals who had federal payments improperly confiscated during the moratorium?
   e. How many impacted borrowers has the Department received responses from?

3. Please provide additional information about borrowers in default.
   a. How many borrowers have been in default for more than ten years?
   b. How many borrowers in default fall below 150% of the federal poverty line?
c. How many borrowers have successfully rehabilitated their loans since March 13, 2020?
d. How many borrowers are paying more by having their wages garnished than if they were enrolled in an income driven repayment plan?
e. In the Treasury offset program, how many borrowers have made a larger annual payment through tax refund or Social Security withholding than they would have if they were enrolled in an income driven repayment plan?
f. In the Treasury offset program, how many borrowers have had payments seized from tax refunds that included the CTC or EITC?

4. Does ED plan to instruct PCAs, employers, and Treasury to cap collections at the amount the borrower would owe under an income driven repayment plan?

5. Does ED plan to prevent Treasury from collecting any amount from Social Security Benefits or from the CTC or EITC?

6. What steps, if any, does ED plan to take to ensure borrowers eligible for Total and Permanent Disability discharge, including service-disabled veterans, are not subject to wage garnishment?

7. Does ED plan to deprioritize or pause collections on loans that have been in default for an extended period of time?

8. What steps, if any, does ED plan to deprioritize borrowers receiving EITC and borrowers receiving the newly expanded CTC?

9. What consequences, if any, does an employer face by the Department if they garnish wages improperly?

10. What was the total amount of commission paid to PCAs? Please include a break down by each PCA.

11. What preparations has ED made to prevent borrowers who rehabilitate their loans during the COVID-19 payment pause from re-entering default when payments resume?

Sincerely,

_______________________
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

_______________________
Cory A. Booker
United States Senator

_______________________
Ayanna Pressley
Member of Congress
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Menendez</td>
<td>United States Senator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Wyden</td>
<td>United States Senator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazie K. Hirono</td>
<td>United States Senator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Schatz</td>
<td>United States Senator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey A. Merkley</td>
<td>United States Senator</td>
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<td>Member of Congress</td>
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<td>Member of Congress</td>
</tr>
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<td>Member of Congress</td>
</tr>
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<td>Member of Congress</td>
</tr>
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<td>Member of Congress</td>
</tr>
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<td>Member of Congress</td>
</tr>
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<td>Juan Vargas</td>
<td>Member of Congress</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Member of Congress</td>
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Member of Congress
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Member of Congress
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
Member of Congress
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Mary Gay Scanlon
Member of Congress
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Member of Congress

/s/
Suzanne Bonamici
Member of Congress